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convex hull 

This paper pre3ents an extremely simple algorithm 
fat idcntlfying the convex hull of a finite aet of points 
in the plane in essentially, at most n(ni + 1) operations 
fen n pints in the set and m Q; n points on the convex 

L In most cases far less than n(m + 1) operations 
are necessary because of a powerful point deletion 
mechanism that can easily be included. The operations 
are themselves trivial (computationahy inexpensive) 
and consist of angle comparisons only. Even these 
angle comparisons need not be actuahy carried out if 
an improvement suggested in *a late: section is imple- 
mented. Al?hough Graham’s algorif hm [ 1 ] requires 
IE0 more ‘&an (n lof+log2 Ctr operations*, the oper- 
ations are themselves more compie;r than those 01 the 
method presented here; in partlcukr, Graham’s 
method IMould not be as efficient for low m. 

e utrdcrlykq method d the algorithm can be 
ribed simply: finC;; in or&in point outside the 

t and swing a radius arm in an arbitrary direc- 
tion until a point of the set is met; this point becomes 

* To quote Graham, “C is a small positive c&nstant w&h 
ends on what is meant bl, au ‘operation’“. in fact, C is 
ibu ted over the five bask sqs of Graham’s algorithm 
hb paper should be consulted for detalkd interpreta- 

tag.. 

dgOtithlIl 

tls identify convex hull point hh8 
i’: S necessay to m&r only 7 angle ewluations 

Fii. 1. Geometric interpre%ation of the algorlthsu. 

the first poiint on the Herr!. Yalce this the new origin 
point and swing a radius arm from this point in the . 
same direction as before till the next hull point is 
found. Repeat until the points are enclosed by the 
convex huh. Delete points from further consideration 
if 
(i) they have already been identifbed as being on the 

convex hull, 
(ii) they lie: in the area enclosed by a line from the 

Grst to the last convex !Ml point found and the 
Znes joining the convex hull points in the sequence 
g’ound . 

Kg. 1 illustrates this geometric interpretation. 


